Getting to ESS (within Lund)

Odarslövsvägen 113
224 84 Lund, Sweden

**Bus.** The green city bus no. 20 leaves Lund Central Station (Lund C) every 10 minutes at peak times with final destination ESS. Journey time is approximately **15 minutes**. Exit the bus at the ESS bus stop in the ESS parking lot, directly in front of the entrance gate to the ESS office buildings.

**Car.** Exit the E22 motorway at Interchange 22 - Trafikplats Lund N, keep right and follow the signs for Ö Odarslöv/Brunnshög and merge onto Solbjersvägen. At the roundabout, take the **third exit onto Odarslövsvägen**. The ESS site delivery entrance, Gate A, is approximately **2 km** down the road on your left. Taxis should enter here. Personal vehicles should proceed past Gate A about half a kilometer and turn left. **The next left is entrance Gate D**, which will take you to the site office parking lot. **Free visitor parking** (maximum 2 hours) is available close to the office entrance at Gate C.

**Bike.** There are cycling paths all the way to the ESS Site from central Lund. When you reach the **roundabout** to enter onto Odarslövsvägen, there is an **underpass** on the right-hand side of the road that leads on to the cycling path along Odarslövsvägen. When approaching the Site, you need to **cross the road** to enter through Gate A. Bicycle parking is available outside Gate C, on the left.

**To enter the Site Office:** From the parking lot, **enter through Gate C**, which is open for pedestrian access during business hours. Follow the signs for either the **ESS main reception** or the **SEC site office**. To enter the building, use the **door phone** to contact reception or an individual staff member. Follow the instructions on the panel.

**To enter the Construction Site:** The construction site is accessible via Gate B, straight on from Gate A. A security guard is manning this gate, and **only vehicles that have been pre-registered** will be allowed to enter. To enter the Construction Site **on foot** you need a **registered ID06 access card**.

**Office Deliveries:** Proceed to Goods Reception area adjacent to main ESS reception.

Interactive map: europeanspallationsource.se/map